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1)

Valid 2014 will? 

A valid will needs intent, capacity, and formalities. It needs to be be written, signed by 
testator (I) in presence of 2 disinterested witnesses during the lifetime of T of a person
over age 18. T needs to understand the nature of the bounty, its relations to their 
descendants and who is affected by the will.

/ 

Here, Anne (A) did not have a valid will because she did not have wimesses, However she
could have a valid holographic will if she had intent to create a will, hand wrote the
material provisions and signed the documents in her handwriting.
Here, A wrote on the back of a grocery list during a likely very stressful time on a
turbulent plane, possibly thinking she could die (when many people decide to write a will.)
She also held the will out to a reporter. These events will likely be considered intent to
create a will. A wrote the material provisions in her handwriting to give her sister $100 �
and leave the rest of estate to her children in equal shares. A signed the document.

This is likely a valid holographic will. /

Revocation of Will 

A will can be revoked by a intent to create a subsequent will or by physically destroying it
in partial or total.
Here A's 2014 will was destroyed in a fiery car crash and oppone�s to the will may claim
it was destroyed. However, there needs to be intent to destroy � and from the facts, she
held the will out to the reporter, took a photo of it and saved it to her "important stuff,"
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so we can infer she did not revoke the will. Just because it is destroyed dose not mean it is 
not valid, and there are copies of the will on her computer. ✓ 
There was no revocation of 2014 will.
2018 Valid holographic will? 

A codicil is a T instrument to modify, amend, or revoke an existing will. It needs to be 
made in the same formality as the will.

0 

Here, A crossed out he $100K and wrote $SOOK and dated and signed the change to the 
2014 holographic will. Here, A created a codicil to modify the previous will in the same ���
manner (holographic) She included the material provisions in her handwriting and signe; �°'-�

s. 0 it, however, A did nofwrite what the intent to change the document was. ca 

This is likely not a valid codicil and modification to the valid 2014 holographic will, and 
her sister will only get the $1 OOK, not $SOOK - �"'

') 
7 � 'V � ---V-L., iA 

\/ -V,1t�L�� <;\t� 
Omitted Child \;e__ ��LU��
A child born after the last testamentary instrument was executed and NOT provided for
may receive an intestate share, unless there are exception (intentional omission, decedent
(D) had more than one child and provided for otherwise or substantially left the estate to
the other parent of the omitted child, or D provided fro the child by transfer other other
assets.
Here, Moonshine (M) estate may argue he was an omitted child, as equitable adoption did
not happen, even though A and Rocky (R) discussed formal adoption, they never pursued
it. A held M out to be her soon, claiming "biology is not important. I will always be your
mom and you have always been and always will be my son."
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Here M's estate will likely be able to claim M was an omitted child be entitled to an intestate portion of A's estate, whi�h would then pass to Starlight. J .,.... .ri. , . l_ I _ A .V\Q___ \r,.)-C(_<;� L\..__ vW \o..._ Sv � vx_.,
Omitted Spouse � --- \;� qtA�� V\N'..t� 'Nv\J-t.. � �WW\ If D fails to provide in a T instrument for D's surviving spouse who married after ½:)� ffl�. 

V\.b, � execution of the instrument is consider omitted and can receive if intestacy, but no more \l,i o\than 1/2 separate property (SP) plus all community property (CP.) / 
Here, Rocky (R) may try to claim the before marriage 2014 royalties and assets not already in both their names from the 2014 holographic will. Their marriage was in 2015, after 
execution of the will. 
If R is entitled to the intestate share of A's estate as an omitted spouse, he could receive 
all of the CP and 1/2 of SP. B�A�:}�ey had a child together, Happy (H) and A had ✓ 
Ziggy (Z), he could only receivb.,f SP, as the remaining SP would go to the children. 
LapseAnti-lapse 

If beneficiary (B) dies before T, the gift is said to be lapsed and now part of the residuary. 
In CA, the anti-lapse statute applies if D was a kindred of T thought blood ( excluding 
spouse) to give the give to the issue of the D instead (unless mentioned otherwise in the 
will.) 
Here, M died before T. He is the issue of R, b

1:1Y° never adopted him and he is not a
blood relative, so it is likely the anti-lapse statute would not apply here, and Starlight 
would not receive M's intestate portion because of the lapse. 
Advancement/Hogpoge - \f\-:b�'fv¾-' 
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If a T provides a gift to an beneficiary (B) and plans on it being an advancement of the�· \
. /' l{'(\,"'-f'C7 ,, portion of the estate, then the donor needs to contemporaneously document the gift as an

advancement or the donee needs in their life time to document or a codicil needs to be
made at a later time.

Here, A gave Z $SOOK to help him buy a house. She likely intended it to be an
advancement because she said she "needed to be fair to" his siblings, but she never
documented it, and just kept track in her head.

The $SOOK to Z will not be considered an advancement, and remains in A's estate and/

not taken from Z's portion.

120 hour rule 

An intestate heir must not be proven by c/ c to have survived the D by 120 hrs or else
they are determined to predecease the D.

Here, A died after M was killed. We are not told the time-frame of when she died. If she
died 120 hr from his death, and was intestate, it is possible Starlight might not receive M's
share

Distribution: 

Sister- as mentioned, $100K from valid 2014 holographic will not modified by
holographic codicil

$1.5 million in bank with her name on it 

Even though the account has her name on it, if contributed to during marriage with R, he
will receive it intestate share of SP, in this case 1/3, the remaining 2/3 distributed to
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Ziggy, Happy, and likely M's estate (and to Starlight) because he was an omitted child and 
of equitable adoption. 

$SOOK investment account in A and R's name 

This was in both their names, so 1/3 to Rand rest to kids 

"Image" in A's estate $250K 

As SP/ 

2014 account with royalties- SP 

This is A's SP, so as SP to R. 

END OF EXAM 
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2) 

Validity of the 2005 Will 

Attested Will 

A attested will is valid if the will is in writing, signed by the testator or in the presence/by 

direction of testator, and in the presence of two witnesses who both witness each other 
signing the document, understanding the testamentary nature of the document. 

Here, W went to her attorney's office to prepare her will. The facts say she executed the 
document in the attorney's office, indicating that she signed a document which she 
intended to be her will. However, the facts do not indicate that there were witnesses. If / 
there were 2 witnesses, then the 2005 will is valid. If there were not, then the will can still 
be saved by the harmless error doctrine. 

Harmless Error Doctrine 

A will that is not valid because the signature requirement is not met can still be deemed 
valid if it shown by clear and convincing evidence that the testator intended the document 
to be their will. A harmelss error will only apply to the s�� portion of the will. 

��<s 
Here, the signature portion of the will is the concern because that is the only questionable 
portion. However, Wilma CW) went to the attorney's office for the purpose of making a 
joint estate plan, thus intending the purpose of the visit for the attorney to create her will. 

Therefore, the harmeless error doctrine will apply, making the 2005 will a valid will. 

Is the 2015 will valid? 

Attested Will (see rule above) 
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Here, Christine (C) prepared a new will for W using a website to draft a document. A 
preprinted document can still be a valid will but the query will be whether the document 
would pass as either a formal (Attested) will or holographic. It is likely the the document 
will be considered as a formal will because C used a website to create the document and
the facts do not indicate that W wrote in any of the material terms. Thus, for the will to 
be valid, all formalities for an attested will must be met. 

Writing 

Here, the will was created using a website to draft the document. Thus, the writing / 
requirement has been met. 

Signed 

A will must be signed by the testator or at the direction of T and in her presence. Here, 
the facts do not indicate that W actually signed the will, only that the draft was being 
prepared to sign. If W didn't sign the will, then the will is invalid. IfW did sign, then the 
will may be valid if the other requirements are made. 

Witnesses 

For a will to be valid, it must be witnessed by two-disinterested-witnesses, who both si� 
the will in the presence of each other, understanding the testamentary nature of the V 

document. 

Here, the two witnesses who signed the 2015 will were neighbor (N) and W. N was a 
valid witness, only if she understood that the document she was signing was W's will. It is 
debatable whether N understood what she was signing, as she signed the document, then 
proceeded to play cards and drink tea with W. C signed the will as a second witness. ✓ 
However, since C is an interested witness, that raises a presumption of undue influence. 
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Interested Witness & Supernumerary Rule 

An interested witness is a beneficiary who signs a will that they will benefit fro,f_ A will or 
portion of the will signed by an interested witness is invalid because it is preemptively obtained by undue influence, duress, or fraud. To overcome the PJ6umption. the 
interested witness can forfeit anything above their intestate interest or the supernumerary 
rule may apply. The Supernumerary rule states that if a will is signed by at least two 
disinterested witnesses, the will can still be valid. 
Here, C is an interested witne�ecause she is going to receive 1 Ox more money than her 
siblings, as well as a Mercedes. C signed as a witness on a will that she will benefit 
significantly from. Therefore, it is presumed that the will is a product of undue influence, 
duress, or fraud. C can equalize her share but it is unlikely she will agree to that. 
Harmless Error Doctrine 

A will that is not valid because the signature requirement is not met can still be deemed 
valid if it shown by clear and convincing evidence that the testator intended the document 
to be their will. A harmless error will only apply to the s�e portion of the will. 

�,�s 

Here, C will claim that the will should be valid because W signed the 2015 document 
intending the updated will to be her new will. C will argue that W wanted the will because 
C stepped in to take care of her when she was ill, and even hired a caregiver to take care 
of her. Anne (A) will argue that a new will was not W's intent, and contest the will based 
on undue influence and capacity. 
Capacity to make a will 

It is presumed that a person is mentally capable of making a will. The proponent of the 
will carries the burden of proof to demonstrate that the will was validly executed and the 
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opposing party has the burden of proving that the will is not valid, due to undue /
influence, duress, fraud, etc.
Here, it is presumed that W had the capacity to draft and sign her will. C, the proponent, 
will claim the will was validly written because she used a website to make sure she did it
correctly. A will argue the will is invalid because it was procured at a time when W was / 
not competent. W was calling her grandchild, Frank, her son's name, Bob and W was
having issues with her memory.
However, unless it can be shown that the will was signed during a tim.e of mental

incapacity, W is presumed capable.
Undue Influence 

Undue influence is the excessive persuasion that causes another person to act or refrain
from acting, and results in inequity. Undue influence can be tested 3 ways- a prima facie

0 

case, common law test, and statutory presumptions. � L \t-,.)4.,,� e� f _ -,.J"w/"
. . ().._ �t,,,3�\\o-A._ t"--�

Pnma Facte Case 
t)� L's Ll,1'..� �� 

cp µ� t,\ �" �V\A court will weigh the following factors to determine if a will was procured by undue � 
influence (i) vulnerability (ii) Opportunity for procurement (iii) tatics used by the ¥-b..\---S.
wrongdoer, and (iv) the equity of the result.
Here, A will claim that W was vulnerable because she had issues with her memory. She
will claim that C had the opportunity for procurement because she didn't let A see her.
The tatics were sneaky because she created the new will without anyone knowing, and she
result was inequitable because it left C with 1 Ox more than the other kids. C will claim she
took care of her mom and the girls fighting stressed W, so she kept A away. She didn't use
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wrong tatics and looked up a valid website, and the will is not equitable because that is 

what the mom wanted. 

Common Law Test 

All must be met to prove undue influence- a confidential relationship, procurement by 

wrongdoer, and unnatural disposition 

,�;PJ��· 
Here, A will argue that a confidential relationship existed because C was A's caregiver and 

was the only child allowed to see W. She procured the will by drafting the will herself and 

being one of the witnesses and the disposition was unnatural because W wanted her estate 

to be divided equally, as stated in the first will. C will argue that there was no confidential 

relationship because Earnest was the caregiver, not C. She didn't procure anything wrong, 

she just acted upon W's direction and the disposition is not unnatural because the other 

kids still get something from the estate. 

Statutory Presumption 

A will is presumably invalid if (i) written by a person who stands to benefit (ii) the 

beneificary is a blood relative or spouse of the will writer (iii) fidicuary relationship exist 

(iv) person is a care custodian. Presumption is rebutablle if certification of independent

review exists or writer is a blood relative of testator. 

Here, A will claim that since C took care of W, she was the care custodian. C will claim 

she is a blood relative and can write the will for her. 

Therefore, since C is an in tested witness, the presumption of undue inflence will stand, 

making the 2015 will invalid 

CONCLUSION: W's estate will be divided based upon the 2005 will 
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-All property will be divided equally between A, C and Frank. The CP will lapse but will

blood relatives of W and have heirs. 

END OF EXAM 
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3) 
Valid trust by Gordon?

Trust is a fiduciary relationship where the testator (T) holds title to specific property ·/ 
under a duty to administer it to the designated beneficiaries (B). It requires, intent / ascertainable Bs to enforce the trust, a named trustee, specific property (res) to be held in 
the trust, a competent settlor, and in writing if to satisfy statute of frauds (SOF.)✓
Here, Gordon (G) had the intent by orally telling Dave that he wanted Beth (B) to get a 
gbod education and asked that Dave (D) use it for this purpose. Since the 1 OK Bond 
rrhght be within the SOF, it may need to be in writing, however Dave did endorse the 
s�ock "To Dave, for Beth" thus transferring the property to Dave- Dave would be the 
tiustee, and B the beneficYary. There is specific property of the $10K bond and the 1,000 
shares of Amazon stock. 
The trust may not be valid if it needed to be in writing, 

Right/ remedies Beth against Dave:

Rights: Duty of Loyalty and Duty to administer trus�ccording to ��trust. and
Duty to avoid (not to �mmingle assets) Duty to inform, Duty to Diversify,
Conflict of interest (COi) •

There are duties of a trustee to the beneficiaries, and to administer the trust solely in the 
interest of the beneficiaries. There is no 7f-de� not to engage in transactions with
the trust (ie sales, purchases, co�g), unless all the beneficiaries consent to the
transaction. 
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Here, D, put money into a non-interest bearing checking account he opened with his
new wife, which means he did not diversify or put the funds somewhere would they could
grow or keep them sep7.te for Beth. D also used $3K of the money to take Stephanie (S)
on a cruise, self-dealing the money for his own benefit, and a COL He also commingled ✓
the money by placing the rest of the money he cashed when the bond matured into their
checking account. Dave also never told Beth about the money to be used for her
education. '- � � �f -�-J 11'1"2-l!-l
Remedies: Since Dave died, there may not be much n the way of remedy, except through
his assets via S. Beth could have be entitled to remove D as trustee. If there was not a
valid trust, she could sue his estate for breach of contract ( oral contract between Gordon
and Dave.) Any specific performance and tum over of profits made from using the funds
could be demanded from his estate. 

' r-0 ·\- s \-1\1.L \ \-
�

Rights/ remedies Beth against Stephanie:
Rights: Duty of Loyalty and to Administer the trust Duty to Avoid commingling,
Duty to inform, Duty to diversify
Here, assuming S takes over a trustee, S sold the Amazon stock for $90K and deposited
the money into the same checking account as above. She never told Beth about the
money to be used for her education either, and Beth found out from Gordon's son,
Grant.

� \'b � 
When B asked S for money for her education expenses, S refused the request, therefore
going against what the trust was set up for, and not doing right by the beneficiary.Swill
argue the money was used up by dance lessons, but given the substantial gain from the
stock split, it is arguable $90K was spent on dance lessons. Even if a substantial amount
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was used, knowing the trust was supposed to be used for B's education, the trustees had 
the duty to invest and diversify to keep to the trust's intent.
Remedies include removing S as trustelquiring specific performance to get the 
money, to be compensated by S's profit off the stock and bond. There is also breach 

 
of trust, where any profit made by the trustee through the breach, with interest is due to 

Beth. If not a valid trust, B could sue for breach of contract from Dave's estate.
Leaving the house to B when S dies- an oral contract/will?/ 

It is possible S's comment about leaving the house to her when she dies is an oral/
contract, and if there truly is no money left, Beth could sue for specific performance. 

 
Yet, this would have to be in writing because of SOP. Beth could also sue for the house, given 

the above remedy options, if there is not any of the trust money left.
-- ,\..c-tLe..\- '(o � GLv...J\ \\

� � dJ._(µ(' t" c>,'-N-1�
END OF EXAM J.N.LI\� 
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